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Let the lab notebook work for you.
Set a timer straight from the protocol,
or measure time and store directly. No
more any loose or lost sheets of notes.
Here are just a few ways in which
Labstory can be used:

Manage your samples, on the go. Flexible database (LIMS, Laboratory
Information Management System), available on the desktop and in your
pocket. Searching your freezer has never been this simple!

Unrestricted use. Everything you need is the free client. The raw
documents can be read and edited by anyone in the world. Or bring your
favourite protocols after your PhD/postdoc. Labstory is Open Access-ready -
open up your notebook to the public after publication.

We sell support, training, storage in the cloud, and a local enterprise
storage server for fine-grained security and organization-wide storage.
Contact us for more information about our services

Ready for bioinformatics. Can be integrated straight into your pipeline,
in Java, R, Matlab. Or merge with your SQL database. We know your
bioinformaticians needs. Most tools for
NGS are for Linux. Labstory is the only
ELN supporting Linux natively. Go figure.                                                       

Take notes like you never have before.
Draw, type, takes photos, record video
and sound. The client also works off-line.
Use it even when the network is down,
at a lecture, or at an over-seas
conference.

The most advanced documentation system on the market.
We have designed Labstory from the ground up to use the latest technology,
and several key technologies simply cannot be copied by competing
systems without a full redesign (e.g. distributed version control).

Record the location
of acquired samples
with the GPS

Count live and dead
cells. The large buttons
allow entry while you
are looking into the
microscope

Integrated timer, set directly from a protocol

All features are available on
both Android and the laptop

Compute dilutions on the spot

Look up molecular
weights and properties

Scan barcodes to track samples and
batch numbers of used reagents. Use
this to track down problems in the lab

The client is free
and all you need

We provide an enterprise server
for improved common storage

Don't want to manage a server?
Then we also provide cloud storage


